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Wheeled mobile robots have usually comprised of main bodies with fixed geometry. Such mobile robots 

cannot adjust the tractive friction forces by changing the normal forces of their wheels when facing hard 

situations. Some previous studies imply that a subtle change in the rover geometry obviously increases the 

performance of the rovers [1-3]. This research presents a new rover with an extendable body to achieve an 

overall control on the normal forces of the wheels during obstacle climbing. For this purpose, a couple of scissor 

mechanisms is exploited in the rover body to achieve a rigid transformation of the main body [4]. Figure 1-a 

shows the overall form of the new rover. The two scissor mechanisms shown in Fig. 1, which are constrained by 

a yellow slot part, are the core of the new idea. Variations of the scissors length (variables 
fx and 

rx ) specify the 

location of the CG  with respect to the body coordinate system 
r r rX Y Z  for proper distribution of the body weight 

on the front and rear axes of the robot. In this way, the normal forces and consequently, the tractive friction 

forces of the wheels can be controlled to improve the obstacle climbing process.    

 

                 (a)                                                       (b)                                            (c)                            (d)  

Fig. 1: The new transformable rover. (a): The rover, (b): The scissor mechanisms of the rover, (c): Scissor pin and slot part, (d): Slot part 

The control algorithm of the scissor length and slip reduction is illustrated in Fig. 2. The main idea is to control 

the variables 
fx and 

rx  using the vertical component of the normal force vector ( , )i i f rN [5] by solving the 

following system of linear equations  
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Fig. 2: The algorithm of the simultaneously slip reduction and obstacle climbing 
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The constant in this equation is a user-defined value which is equal to 2m in this case according to the structural 

limitation of the scissor mechanisms. The simulation results of the obstacle climbing during 12 seconds indicates 

the success of the new idea as shown in Fig. 3. The height of the obstacle is 1.5 m, the total mass of the main 

body is 15 kg and the mass of each wheel is 1 kg. The simulation is 3D but it is illustrated from side view as a 

2D plot.      

 
Fig. 3: The sequences of obstacle climbing 

The adjusted normal forces of the front and rear wheels and the scissors length are illustrated in Fig. 4. 

According to these plots, a clear relation between variation trend of the scissors length and the normal forces of 

the wheels can be seen.  

 
Fig. 4: Variation of the scissors length and the normal forces of the wheels.  
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